


What is PatDocs?

PatDocs is a time-saving and 

cost-effective streamlined system for all 

IP legal professionals to support key 

activities in prosecution. 

This automated software can save you 

hours on otherwise slow and manual 

processes including ordering 

documents, identifying parent and 

child relationships or searching for up-

to-date Legal Status information.



Why use PatDocs?

PatDocs offers worldwide coverage of 

patent documents with instantaneous 

machine translations and unlimited 

PDF downloads. 

Features include family tree mapping, 

auto-populate IDS forms, generate 

legal reports and order original patent 

documents. Document delivery is quick 

and seamless, downloadable from 

email or within PatDocs.



Where does the data come from?

The worldwide coverage available 

in PatDocs comes from major 

collections on every continent, 

including USPTO, EPO, DPMA, 

China, Japan, Korea and Minesoft’s 

own extensive patent archive.



Family Tree

Intuitive hierarchical 

organisation from 

priority document

See full family trees by searching a single patent number. Any level of family 

complexity can be illustrated clearly in PatDocs family trees. 

Interactive family tree. 

Clicking on a family 

member opens more 

information and options 

in the sidebar 

Input a single 

patent document 

number

Share a live link which updates with any 

new status changes or family additions, or 

export as a PDF, Excel or image file.



Auto-Populate IDS Forms

Simply input publication numbers of 

known prior art on the Order page, and 

add any additional details for the Form 

such as application number and date, 

and inventor. There is also a field to add 

any non-Patent Literature.

The IDS form will be automatically 

populated in Adobe Acrobat with the 

input details. Any empty fields on the 

form are editable.

Auto-populated 

details in the IDS form



Legal Reports

Select which fields to include in 

your legal report

Create custom legal reports by entering patent 

document numbers and selecting fields to include in the 

report. Your custom report can contain links to the 

original full-text PDF, File history, Legal Status, TextMine

and Family Trees. This table with live links can be 

exported as an Excel and shared with anyone!

Export Legal Report as an Excel here by 

entering a name for the file.



Legal Information Browser

Coloured legal 

status event codes

See up-to-date legal information for all family 

members in Legal Information Browser. Other legal information view 

options in the toolbar

Share a live link to this 

Legal Information by 

email, or export the 

data in a Word, Excel, 

PDF or image file.



Document Ordering

Paste patent numbers 

to order in this box.

Order documents by entering patent numbers in the order form. The 

downloadable pdf documents will be delivered by email and can also be 

accessed directly from within PatDocs.

Input an email address for 

the documents to be sent to.

The download links will be 

sent to your inbox in an 

email like this.



Search
Search for patent numbers using the search forms. The search database is based on 

PatBase’s extensive collection. There are many intuitive search forms to use.

Navigate to the 

search page using 

the main menu

Conduct a keyword search 

using the Basic and 

Advanced Search forms to 

quickly search across global 

patent documents.

Search results are sortable 

by score (out of 100%) 

based on relevancy to your 

search, or application or 

publication date.



PAIR Alerts

Set alerts to track file history and 

transaction history changes. The + 

symbol expands a list of event 

alerting options. 

Administrator users can set up PAIR Alerts to send email notifications to a multiple 

recipients when a change occurs in any US case. Alert emails include links to family trees.

Search for serial numbers 

easily by entering the 

publication number directly 

on the alert form. 

Select the frequency of the alert from 

weekly, monthly or quarterly. Receive 

an email with a summary of all 

changes during that period. 



Contact us
Speak to your Minesoft Representative, call us on 

+44 (0)20 8404 0651, or email us at info@minesoft.com for 

more information.

mailto:info@minesoft.com

